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摘    要 

 

探討兩個團體之個體之成長曲線是否相同在文獻上已有些許討論。

但，這些討論大都侷限在代表兩個成長模型之迴歸線參數是否相等的問題

上打轉。近來，張（2010）提出詳細之迴歸參數關係用以表現兩個成長曲

線相等的問題。這個關係清楚說明如何借由參數之檢定達到是否兩團體參

數曲線相等之探討。張（2010）也介紹了最大概似比之檢定。這個方法為

有母數且較繁複。我們介紹廣義最小平方法之檢定並做了許多模擬分析。 

 

關鍵字：假設檢定；線性迴歸；檢定力；參考曲線；參考區間；迴歸分位 
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Abstract 

Comparisons of reference charts for verifying if two populations of subjects 

have the same growth pattern have received some attention in literature. 

However, the proposals of comparison are restricted on equalities of regression 

parameters or regression functions. Recently, Zhang ( 2010 ) has a detailed 

description for relationships between model parameters and equalities of 

reference charts that provides a precise indication for verifying if reference 

charts in two models are identical. She also proposed the likelihood ratio 

technique as a test for this verification. We re-visit this problem with the 

generalized least squares estimation and use it to construct the classical F test. 

Through simulation study, we see that this proposal is very competitive in 

reference charts comparison. 

 

Key words: Hypothesis testing; linear regression; power; reference chart; 

reference interval; regression quantile 
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Re�visit the Hypothesis Testing for Equality of Reference Charts

Abstract

Comparisons of reference charts for verifying if two populations of subjects

have the same growth pattern have received some attention in literature�

However� the proposals of comparison are restricted on equalities of re�

gression parameters or regression functions� Recently� Zhang �����	 has a

detailed description for relationships between model parameters and equal�

ities of reference charts that provides a precise indication for verifying if

reference charts in two models are identical� She also proposed the likeli�

hood ratio technique as a test for this veri
cation� We re�visit this problem

with the generalized least squares etsimation and use it to construct the

classical F test� Through simulation study� we see that this proposal is very

competitive in reference charts comparison�

Key words� Hypothesis testing� linear regression� power� reference chart�

reference interval� regression quantile�

�� Introduction

Growth is a fundamental property of biological systems� occurring at the

level of populations� individual animals and plants� as well as within or�

ganisms while the growth of a subject depends on nutritional� health� and

environmental conditions� Typically the growth pattern for a population

group depicts a family of symmetric quantile curves� called reference charts�

as a function of some covariates �age or time	� One diculty in reference

charts problem is that the measurement variables taken over time are gen�

erally not independent�

Much research has been devoted to modelling growth function and con�

structing reference charts in parametric or nonparametric way� For overview

of parametric methodology� linear or nonlinear growth models� see Cole and

Green �����	 and Laird and Ware �����	� When the measurements can be

formulated as parametric regression model� the reference charts may be ex�

pressed as simple functions of parameters involved in the regression model
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so that its estimation may be done through estimations of these parame�

ters� For example� the reference charts of a regression with normal errors

model are linear functions of the mean and standard deviation� For growth

characteristics that are approximately normal� proposals are available for

transformations to normal where� among them� the most successful proposal

is the LMS by Cole �����	� However� the Exponential�Normal distribution

method by Wright and Royston �����	 has the advantage of being paramet�

ric with explicit expressions for estimating parameters and quantiles�

Verifying the similarity of two growth patterns through comparing the

reference charts is an important topic in application� Basically the use of

reference charts tries to summarize individual di�erences in the growth pat�

tern and it is commonly known that the comparison of reference charts is

done by studying the determinants of these di�erences� The most common

method of comparison considers parametric growth model that the deter�

minals of growth pattern can be represented by a few model parameters so

that the job can be done by comparison of these parameters� However� the

reference charts comparison considered in literature mainly restrcited on the

comparison of growth regression functions� For example� it is seen that most

parametric comparison methods consider only those parameters involved in

regression function such as testing equality of two or several regression pa�

rameter vectors �see� Hoel �����	� Chi and Weerahandi �����	 and Pan and

Cole �����		 or comparing relations between regression slope parameters

and �or	 intercept parameters �see Zucker� Zerbe and Wu �����		� Instead

of parametric reference charts comparison� there are nonparametric meth�

ods comparing the unknown regression functions �see� for examples� Scheike

and Zhang �����	� Scheike� Zhang and Juul �����	� Richard� et al� �����	

and Griths� Iles et al� �����		� Hoel �����	 showed that such methods are

less ecient than those to compare values of regression parameters�

For any comparison exercise� there needs to clarity its precise objectives�

Assessment of growth pattern by charts is the most popular tool for de
ning

health and nutritional status in both individual and population �country	

level� Hence� there needs more general study for public health purpose in



�

verifying if two or several populations display in the same or similar growth

pattern� This is an objective important to be answered in public health� es�

pectially� for studying the developing countries� However� little research has

been performed in reference charts comparison in this purpose� It can be

seen that comparisons of mean regression functions or few regression param�

eters can not achieve this public health problem �see Henry �����		� One

exception with a closely related study is that Heckman and Zamar �����	

discussed the concepts of similarity and grouping in growth pattern based on

rank correlation coecient between regression functions� However� besides

this is an estimation procedure that it is dicult to extend to hypothesis

testing of comparison� regression function comparison is not enough to in�

terprete the similarity or equality of growth patterns characterized by the

reference charts�

Recently� Zhang �����	 developed explicit relationships between two pop�

ulation reference charts� This developed the analytic relationships between

model parameters of growth models that achieved equality of population

reference charts� This relationships provides exact test for comparison of

reference charts and this observation showed that testing equalities of re�

gression parameters or regression mean functions often provides only a crude

approximation to reality so that the conclusions for growth pattern compar�

ison are very questionable� This approach by Zhang is heading in a right

direction in a general investigation if two growth models are with the same

growth pattern� We concerned that Zhang�s likelihood ratio test is too com�

plicated in parameters estimation� The main interest of this paper is to

develop generalized least squares estimates for parameters estimation and

study the F test for this comparison and study its eciencies in all kinds of

situations of reference charts between two models�

In Section �� we develop conditions on parameters between models to

guarantee equality of reference charts and apply this concept to build up

test for hypothesis of equal reference charts when the response variable fol�

lows a simple linear regression model� In Section �� we select one interesting

longitudinal linear model� the random intercept model � as example to dis�
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play these relations� Tests for this random intercept model are developed

for models of without and with covariate� respectively� in Sections � and ��

All tests are evaluated with simulations�

�� Characterization of Reference Charts

We consider that the response variable has a population type linear re�

gression model

y�t	 � x�t	��y � �y�t	� t � S � ��� �	 ����	

where x�t	 is vector of independent variables indexed in t� and �y�t	 is error

variable with mean zero and S is the set of age� The �th reference chart is

the plot of the function F��
y ��jt	 against t in S that can be reprented as

Cy��	 � fF��
y ��jt	 � t � Sg

where F��
y ��jt	 is the conditional quantile of y given age t� The class of

reference charts for a population of variable y is

fCy��	 � � � ��� �	g�

Suppose that there is another population of subjects with a response

variable z�t	 that follows the same linear regression model with possible

di�erent parameters as

z�t	 � x�t	��z � �z�t	 ����	

where �z�t	 is also error variable independent of �y�t	 with mean zero� Using

the same explanatory variables x�t	 indicates the balanced design that all

the subjects in two groups are measured on the same set of time points� This

design is for simplicity of discussion while the theory and method developed

in this paper are valid for the unbalance design� For response variable z�t	�

the �th reference chart may be analogously represented as

Cz��	 � fF��
z ��jt	 � t � Sg

where F��
z ��jt	 is the �th quantile of z at time t and the class of reference

charts for the population of variable z is fCz��	 � � � ��� �	g�



�

The interest of the comparison of reference charts is that the two sets

of reference charts� respectively� constructed by these two regression models

are identical� The parametric approaches of reference charts comparison

consider to test equality of regression parameters as

H� � �y � �z � ����	

However� the general hypothesis for comparison of reference charts from our

formulation then is

H� � Cy��	 � Cz��	� � � ��� �	 ����	

that generally is not the problem of ����	�

With linear model assumption ����	� it is seen that the �th reference

chart may be written as F��
y ��jt	 � x�t	��y � F��

�y ��	 � x�t	��y� where

�y� � �y �

�
F��
�y
��	

�p��

�
is called the regression quantile �see Koenker and

Bassett �����		� The �����th reference chart then is

Cy��	 � fx�t	��y� � t � Sg�

This re�ects the obaservation by Hoel �����	 that the estimation of reference

charts is reduced to estimating the regression quantile �� �

The �th regression quantile for model ����	 is F��
z ��jt	 � x�t	��z �

F��
�z
��	 � x�t	��z� with �z� � �z �

�
F��
�z
��	

�p��

�
� Then the �th reference

chart for response variable z is

Cz��	 � fx�t	��z� � t � Sg�

It is agreed� as investigated by Hoel �����	� that comparison of reference

charts is more ecient conducted by comparing model parameters� It is

then desired to verify when equality of reference charts in hypothesis ����	

can be re�written into equations in terms of model parameters� The fol�

lowing theorem was provided by Zhang �����	 that gives a rule for testing

hypothesis of equal reference charts�



�

Theorem ���� �a	 The hypothesis of equal reference charts may be formu�

lated as

Href � �y � �z� F
��
�y
��	 � F��

�z
��	� � � ��� �	�

�b	 If we further assume that F��
�y ��	 � �yF

��
� ��	 and F��

�z ��	 � �zF
��
� ��	

where �y and �z are two unknown constants not dependent of time t� Then

the hypothesis reduces to

Href � �y � �z � �y � �z� ����	

Result of �b	 in Theorem ��� tells us that solving a comparison of reference

charts is valid to be treated as a problem of testing hypothesis for equalities

of some model parameters� However� di�erent growth models lead to varying

hypothesis testing problems�

We know that each individual �subject	 practically is repeated measured

with n�observations y�� ���� yn and x�� ���� xn available from model ����	� Let

us de
ne vectors y � �y�� ���� yn	
��X � � �x�� ���� xn	 and �

�

y � ��y�t�	� ���� �y�tn		�

A matrix form of this regression model for this individual is

y � X�y � �y ����	

where we consider that �y�ti	
�s are not independent with means ��s and �y

has covariance matrix as �y� Suppose that each individual from another

population also has n�observations from model ����	 so that a matrix form
of observations for one individual is

z � X�z � �z ����	

where we consider that �z�ti	
�s are not independent with means ��s and �z

has covariance matrix as �z�

The diculty in reference chart problem of estimation and hypothesis

testing is that the measurement variables taken over time are not statisti�

cally independent� Hence� generally the variables in f�y�t	 � t � Sg have a
complicated structure including correlation� In this consideration� we may

test equalities of all model parameters as

H��� � �y � �z��y � �z� ����	



	

�� Comparison of Two Unknown Reference Charts

When the reference chart is used for public health purposes� it is to

compare general health and nutrition of two or more populations �developed

and developing world	� In this situation� exact test for reference charts

comparison for populations is desired to be proposed and evaluated�

For statistical inferences� we have m individuals and there are n obser�

vations for each individual� For jth individual� there are yj and �j follow

model of ����	 as yj � X�y � �yj for j � �� ����m� By setting vertical join�

ings y with y � �y��� y
�

�� ���� y
�

m	
� and �y with �y � ��

�

y�� ���� �
�

ym	
�� vector y has

linear regression model of matrix form as

y � ��m �X	�y � �y � E��y	 � �m � �n� cov��y	 � Im � �y ����	

where � represents the Kronecker product� �m is m�vector of values ��s

and Im is m �m identity matrix� Models of this type is interesting since

the covariance matrices for various subjects are identical� Suppose that for

reference population there are k subjects and n�obsevations follow model

����	 as

zj � X�z � �zj � j � �� ���� k

where ��zjs are iid with mean �n and common covariance matrix �z� By set�

ting vertical joinings z with z � �z��� z
�

�� ���� z
�

k	
� and � with �z � ��

�

z�� ���� �
�

zk	
��

vector z has linear regression model

z � ��k �X	�z � �z� E��z	 � �k � �n� cov��z	 � Ik � �z� ����	

We here consider in this section the classical simple regression with �y �

��yIn and �z � ��zIn� This is the linear regression with repeated measures�

First we consider hypothesis H� � �y � �z with assumption that �y � �z�

The LSEs of �y and �z are� respectively�

��y �
�

m
�X �X	��

mX
j��

X �yj and ��z �
�

k
�X �X	��

kX
j��

X �zj � ����	






With normality assumption� the F statistic for this hypothesis is

Fbeta �

���� �m �
�
k 	

��� ��y � ��z	
�X �X� ��y � ��z	

��m� k	�n� �	����Pm
j���yj �X ��y	��yj �X ��y	 �

Pk
j���zj �X ��z	��zj �X ��z	�

which follows the distribution f��� �m� k	�n� �		 when H� is true and the

rule for testing H� is

rejecting H� if Fbeta � f���� �m� k	�n� �		� ����	

For all experiments� we conduct a simulation with replications ��� ���

under some settings of numbers of subjects m and k ans sample size n� The

parameter values under H� is �y � �z � ��� �	
� and �y � �z � �� Table �

displays the resulted sizes of the test�

Table �� Type I error probabilities unedr F test

n � �� n � ��� n � ��� n � �� ���

m � k � � ������ ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������ ����
m � k � �� ������ ������ ����� ������

The results showing in Table � indicates that this test is approximately with

sizes very close to the signi
cance level 	 � �����

We then further conduct simulation with various design of deviation from

H� to verify the power performance� The simulated results are displayed in

Table ��

Table �� Power performance unedr F test for hypothesis of equal regression

parameters



�

Parameters power Parameters power
��y � ��z � � ��y � ��z � �
��y � ���� ������ ��y � ���� ������
��y � ���� ������ ��y � ��� ������
��y � ��� ������ ��y � ���� �
��y � ����� ������ ��y � ����� ������
��y � ���� ������ ��y � ����� ������
��y � ���� � ��y � ����� �

��y � ��z � ��� ��y � ��z � ��
��y � ���� ������ ��y � ��� ������
��y � ��� ������ ��y � ��� ������
��y � ��� ����� ��y � ��� ������
��y � ����� ������ ��y � ���� ������
��y � ���� � ��y � ���� ������

We have two comments drawn from the results showing in Table ��

�� The power is increasing when the parameter ��y or ��y moves away from

the value under H��

�� The power is very sensitive to the change in slope parameter ��y and it is

relatively less sensitive for a departure in location parameter ��y� However�

the performance seems to be satisfactory�

We next consider a test for hypothesis of di�erences in variances as H� �

�y � �z vs H� � �y �� �z� We consider the following test statistic

Fsigma �

Pm
j���yj �X ��y	

��yj �X ��y	
�mn� �	Pk
j���zj �X ��z	��zj �X ��z	
�kn� �	

and the rule for testing H� is

rejecting H� if Fsigma � f����mn��� kn��	 or Fsigma � f������mn��� kn��	�

We 
rst� again� verify the size of this test�

Table �� Type I error probabilities unedr F test for hypothesis of equal

variances



��

n � �� n � �� n � ��
	 � ����

m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ���� ������ �����
	 � ���

m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ����� ������
	 � ����

m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������
m � k � �� ������ ������ ������

The sizes in most cases are very close to the set signi
cance levels� Hence�

this test is approximately level 	 test�

For power comparison� we consider the following design in cases that H�

is not true�

�y � ��� �	
�� �z � �a� b	� �

�
y � �� �

�
z � c�

This allows us to verify both regression parameters and error variances are

varied in two growth models�

Table �� Powers under F test for hypopthesis of equal variances

�a� b� c	 n � �� n � �� n � ��

��� �� ���	 ������ ������ ������
��� �� ���	 ������ ������ ������
��� �� ���	 ������ � �
��� �� �	 � � �
��� �� ���	 ������ ������ ������
��� �� ���	 ������ ������ �
��� �� �	 � � �

We have two comments drawn from the results showing in Table ��

�� In the case that �a� b	 � ��� �	� regression parameters in two growth

models are set equal� The power performance is showing satisfactory� This

indicates that a test for equality of regression parameters is not sucient

for comparison of reference charts�



��

�� In cases with �a� b	 � ��� �	� the regression parameters and error variances

are both unequal� It also shows satisfactory in power performance�

We consider the hypothesis

H� � �y � �z � �y � �z� ����	

By Bonferroni� by simulation� we choose 	 � ��p
������ and set the rule

as

rejecting H� if Fbeta � f������ �m� k	�n� �		 or
Fsigma � f����mn� �� kn� �	 or � f������mn� �� kn� �	�

����	

The simulated probability of type I error is ������ very close to the aquired

signi
cance level �����

Table �� Power comparison when regression parameters and error variances

are both changed �	 � ����	

parameters power parameters power

���y� �
�
z	 ���y� �

�
y� �

�
z	

����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ���	 ������
����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ���	 ������
����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ���	 ������
����� ���	 �����
����� ���	 ������ ���y� �

�
y� �

�
z	

������ ���� ���	 ������
���y� �

�
z � ��z	 ������ ���� ���	 ������

����� ���� ����	 ������ ������ ���� ���	 ������
����� ���� ����	 ������ ������ ���� ���	 �

We have several comments for the power simulation results�

�a	 Consider the departures in ��y and ��z � The power is low when two

parameters are changed slightly as ����� ���	� However� it rapidly increse

when there departures slightly bigger in either one�

�b	 The case ���y� �
�
z � ��z	 � ����� ���� ����	 has power ������� by compar�

ison with case for ���y� �
�
z	 � ����� ���	� showing that a very small shift in

regression slope parameter ��z makes power greatly improved�



��

�c	 The settings for ���y� �
�
y� �

�
z	 
x changes in ��y and ��z and then the

power performance corresponds to the change in ��y is mild but satisfactory�

�d	 The settings for ���y� �
�
y� �

�
z	 also results that power is much more sen�

sitive for a change in slope parameter ��y than changes in intercept or error

variances�

Table 	� Power comparison when regression parameters and error variances

are both changed �	 � ���	

parameters power parameters power

���y� �
�
z	 ���y� �

�
y� ��z	

����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ����	 �����
����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ����	 ������
����� ���	 � ����� ���� ����	 ������
����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ����	 ������
����� ���	 ������ ����� ���� ����	 ������

���y� �
�
y� �

�
z	

����� ���� ���	 ������
����� ���� ���	 ������

When the signi
cance level is ���� the simulated results also show that the

power performances for intercept and error variances are not so sensitive as

it did for slope parameter� However� these results show that this technique

is satisfactory�

�� Reference Charts Comparison for Random Intercept Model

In this section� we consider one interesting repeated measurements re�

gression model as example to formulate speci
cation of hypothesis in ����	

and develop procedures to test hypothesis of equal reference charts in this

model�

The random intercept model for one individual is of the form

y�tj	 � ��y � Vy � ��yx��tj	 � �y�tj	� j � �� ���� n

where Vy has normal distributions N��� �
�
vy	 and �y�tj	

�s are independent

normal distributions N��� ��y	� Also� variables Vy and �y�tj	 are assumed to



��

be independent� This is a model of ����	 with x�t	��y � ��y � ��yx��t	 and

�y�t	 � Vy � �y�t	� This random intercept model allows each individual to

have its own intercept term and then the starting level for this individual is

��y � vy where various subjects may have di�erent observations v
�

ys of Vy�

This random intercept regression model has the form of ����	 with designed

matrix X and parameter vector �y as

X �

�
BB�
� x�
� x�
���
� xn

�
CCA � �y �

�
��y
��y

�
��y � ��yIn � ��vyJ ����	

with xj � x�tj	 and J is n�n matrix of ��s� The set of reference charts for

this random intercept model is

Cy��	 � f��y � ��yx��t	 �
q
��vy � ��yz� � t � Sg ����	

where z� is the �th quantile point for the standard normal distribution�

Since the covariances are identical� this random intercept model is also called

the uniform correlation model�

The random intercept model for subject from another population is

z�tj	 � ��z � Vz � ��zx��tj	 � �z�tj	� j � �� ���� n

where Vz has normal distributions N��� �
�
vz	 and �z�tj	

�s are independent

normal distributions N��� ��z	� The set of reference charts for this random

intercept model is

Cz��	 � f��z � ��zx��t	 �
p
��vz � ��zz� � t � Sg�

The equality of reference charts from these two populations indicates

��y���yx��t	�
q
��vy � ��yz� � ��z���zx��t	�

p
��vz � ��zz� for all x��t	 and � � ��� �	

giving that testing equalities of reference charts is equivalent to test the

following hypothesis

Href � �y � �z� �
�
y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz� ����	



��

When we test the hypothesis H�� acceptance of �y � �z obviously does not

indicate equality of reference charts since equality of variance sum ��y��
�
vy �

��z��
�
vz may not be guaranteed� Since �y � �z and

q
��vy �

p
��vz indicates

that ��y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz is true� so� when we test hypothesis H��� and the

hypothesis is accepted then we are sure that the two reference charts are

equal� However� there is a risk that these two reference charts are really

equal when we reject H��� since �
�
y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz doesn�t indicate that

�y � �z and �vy � �vz are true�

When we are allowed to assume that �y � �z� The hypotsheis is reduced

to the following

�y � �z � �y � �z� �vy � �vz ����	

and then testing hypothesis H��� is then appropriate�

We now restrict on the following no�covariate random intercept model�

From ����	� the random intercept model may be re�written as

y � ��y�mn � �y� E��y	 � �m � �n� cov��y	 � ���y � ��vy	�Im � ��y	

where ��y is n� n matrix with diagonal elements ��s and o� diagonal ele�

ments
��vy

��y��
�
vy
� Similarly the random intercept model for z may be re�written

as

z � ��z�kn � �z � E��z	 � �k � �n� cov��z	 � ���z � ��vz	�Ik � ��z	�

Equality of refernce charts in this no�covariate model requires to test the

following hypothesis

H� � ��y � ��z� �
�
y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz� ����	

We 
rst consider hypothesis

H� � ��y � ��z�

We assume that the response variable for subjects in two groups both have

random intercept models that leads us to consider the intercept parameter



��

estimators ���y and ���z so that their di�erence ���y � ���z has �asymptotic	

covariance natrix achieving the Cramer�Rao lower bound
��a
m ��

�

n�
��
�y �n	

���
��b
k ��

�

n�
��
�z �n	

��� Available estimators of ��y and ��z for this kind include

mle and generalized least squares estimator� Suppose that we have error

variances ���a and ��
�
b and covariance matrix estimators

���y and ���z� With

normality assumption� the F statistic for this hypothesis is

Fbeta �
����y � ���z	

�

���a
m��n

����

�y �n
�

���
b

k��n
����

�z �n

when H� is true and the rule for testing H� is

rejecting H� if Fbeta � ����	�

First we consider mle method to perform the above test� Let us denote

the followings �see the formulas in McCulloch and Searle � ����		�

�yi	 �

Pn
j�� yij

n
� �y	j �

Pm
i�� yij
m

� �y		 �

Pm
i��

Pn
j�� yij

nm
� SSTy �

mX
i��

nX
j��

�yij � �y			��

SSAy �
mX
i��

n��yi	 � �y			�� SSEy �
mX
i��

nX
j��

�yij � �yi		�

MSTy �
SSTy
mn

�MSAy �
SSAy

m� � �MSEy �
SSEy

m�n� �	
���y �

�
MSEy if ��� �

m
	MSAy �MSEy

MSTy if ��� �
m 	MSAy � MSEy

�

���vy �

�
��� �

m
	MSAy�MSEy

n if ��� �
m 	MSAy �MSEy

� if ��� �
m
	MSAy � MSEy

���y � �m�
�

n
�����y �n	

��
mX
j��

��n ��
��
�y yj � ��

�
a �

�

mn� �
mX
j��

�yj � ���y�n	
� �����y �yj � ���y�n	



��

and

�zi	 �

Pn
j�� zij

n
� �z	j �

Pk
i�� zij
k

� �z		 �

Pk
i��

Pn
j�� zij

nm
� SSTz �

kX
i��

nX
j��

�zij � �z			��

SSAz �
kX
i��

n��zi	 � �z			�� SSEz �
kX
i��

nX
j��

�zij � �zi		�

MSTz �
SSTz
kn

�MSAz �
SSAz

k � � �MSEz �
SSEz

k�n� �	
���z �

�
MSEz if ��� �

k 	MSAz �MSEz

MSTz if ��� �
k
	MSAz � MSEz

�

���vz �

�
��� �

k
	MSAz�MSEz

n if ��� �
k 	MSAz �MSEz

� if ��� �
k 	MSAz � MSEz

���z � �k�
�

n
�����z �n	

��
kX

j��

��n ��
��
�z zj � ��

�
b �

�

kn� �
kX

j��

�zj � ���z�n	
������z �zj � ���z�n	�

Based on the above settings� the test for hypothesis H� � ��y � ��z is

rejecting H� if F �
���a
���b

� f����mn��� kn��	 or � f������mn��� kn��	�

To test if this test is appropriate� we conduct a simulation with m � k�

n � �� and 	 � ����� From now on� each simulation performs ��� ���

replications and the parameters not been speci
ed are given values ��s� The

following we list the simulated probabilities of type I error�

m � k � � �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
����� ����� ����� ����� �����

This test seems to be reasonable for its size in testing di�erences of location

parameters based on the simulated results when n � k � ��� We next

conduct a simulation to verufy the power of this test�

Table 
� Power performance for hypothesis ��y � ��z based mle with

��z � �

��y Power ��y Power
��y � ��� ����� ��y � ��� �����
��� ����� ��� �����
��� ����� ��� �



�	

The power gradually increases when ��y is moving away from ��z� The

results indicates that this test is satisfactory�

We now propose a new estimation of these covariance matrices� Model

for the j�th subject is

yj � ���y � vy	�n � �y �

Instead of estimating regression parameters through whole set of data� we

consider combination of estimates from individual regression models� We

introduce the idea and process in this estimation in the followings�

�a	 Suppose that the least squares estimator of this model for j�th subject

is b�j � The estimate b�j actually estimate the sum of intercept ��y and

variable vy� Since Vy is a variable having zero mean� we may denote ���y �
�
m

Pm
j�� b�j as estimate of intercept parameter ��y�

�b	 By letting �vyj � b�j � ���y� j � �� ����m� then �vyj �s are appropriate as

predictors of intercept error variables Vyj �s� We then have variance estimator

���GL�vy �
�
m

Pm
j�� �v

�
yj �

�c	 Since b�j is estimate of vector ��y�vy � the residual yj�b�j is one predictor
of error vector �y� Hence the estimator of variance �

�
y is appropriate to be

���GL�y �
�

m�n��	

Pm
j���yj � b�j�n	

��yj � b�j�n	� The n� n matrix estimates

are

�GL�y� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���GL�vy

���GL�y � ��
�
GL�vy����	

and

�GL�z� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���GL�vz

���GL�z � ��
�
GL�vz

�
����	

The generalized LSEs for regression paramters ��y and ��z and error



�


variances ��a � ��vy � ��y and �
�
b � ��vz � ��z are� respectively�

��GL��y �

Pm
j�� �

�

n
�����y yj

m��n ��
��
�y �n

� ��GL��z �

Pk
j�� �

�

n
�����z zj

k��n ��
��
�z �n

�

���GL�a �
�

mn� �
mX
j��

�yj � ��GL��y�n	
�����GL�y�yj � ��GL��y�n	 and

���GL�b �
�

kn� �
kX

j��

�zj � ��GL��z�n	
� ����GL�z�zj � ��GL��z�n	�

To test if this test is appropriate� we conduct a simulation with m � k�

n � �� and 	 � ����� The following we list the simulated probabilities of

type I error�
m � k � � �� �� �� ��

�� �� �� �� ��
����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Besides m � k � �� this technique has size close to the speci
ed signi
cance

level� We then further study the power performance of this test�

Table �� Power performance for hypothesis ��y � ��z based generalized

LSE with ��z � �

��y Power ��y Power
��y � ��� ����� ��y � ��� �����
��� ���� ��� �����
��� ����� ��� �

The power performance based on generalized least squares estimator is also

acceptable for its monotone power property�

We next consider the following hypothesis

H� � �
�
y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz�

From normal theory� a F test is de
ned as

rejecting H� if Fsigma �
���GL�a
���GL�b

� f����mn��� kn��	 or � f������mn��� kn��	�

We now consider the generalized LSE method� We conduct a simulation

with m � k� n � �� and 	 � ����� The following we list the simulated



��

probabilities of type I error�

m � k � � �� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� �� ��
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

This is also close to the speci
ed signi
cance level although they are a bit

larger than that�

Table �� Power performance for hypothesis ��a � ��b based generalized LSE

Sample size ��vz � ��z � � ��� � �
m � k � �
n � �� ����� ����� ����� �����
n � �� ����� ���� ����� �
n � ��� ���� ����� ����� �

m � k � ��
n � �� ����� ����� � �
n � �� ����� ����� � �
n � ��� ����� � � �

The power is gradually increasing� although �uctuated in several cases� in

sample size n and ��vz and ��z � The test for equality of reference charts of

two variance sum is appropriate�

It is then considered the combination of the above two tests for hypothesis

����	� By choosing signi
cance level ����� we set 	 � ���� with the following

test�

rejecting H� if F� �
����y � ���z	

�

���a
m��n

����

�y �n
�

���
b

k��n
����

�z �n

� ����	

or Fsigma �
���GL�a
���GL�b

� f����mn� �� kn� �	 or � f������mn� �� kn� �	�

The powers are listed in Table ���

Table �� Powers for simultaneous F test



��

power power
��y� �

�
vy� ��z ��y� �

�
vy� �

�
z

���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
�� ���� ��� ����� �� ���� ��� ����
���� �� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� �����

We set two cases in departure of null hypothesis H�� The simulated results

indicate that the test for equality of reference charts is appropriate by the

generalized least squares method�

�� Reference Charts Comparisons for Random Intercept with Co�

variate Model

In this section� we consider the random intercept with covariate model�

From ����	� this model may be re�written as

y � ��m �X	�y � �y� E��y	 � �m � �n� cov��y	 � ��a�Im � ��y	 ����	

where ��a � ��y���vy� ��y is n�n matrix with diagonal elements ��s and o�

diagonal elements
��vy

��y��
�
vy
� Similarly the random intercept model for z may

be re�written as

z � ��k �X	�z � �z� E��z	 � �k � �n�cov��z	 � ��b �Ik � ��z	 ����	

where ��b � ��z ��
�
vz and ��z is n�n matrix with diagonal elements ��s and

o� diagonal elements ��vz
��z��

�
vzy
� We 
rst consider the following hypothesis

H� � �y � �z� ����	

We assume that the response variable for subjects in two groups both have

random intercept models that leads us to consider the regression parame�

ter estimators ��y and ��z so that their di�erence ��y � ��z has �asymptotic	

covariance natrix achieving the Cramer�Rao lower bound
��a
m �X

�����y X	
���

��b
k �X

�����z X	
��� Available estimators of �y and �z for this kind include

mle and generalized least squares estimator� Suppose that we have error



��

variances ���a and ��
�
b and covariance matrix estimators

���y and ���z� With

normality assumption� the F statistic for this hypothesis is

Fbeta � ���y � ��z	
��
���a
m
�X ������y X	

�� �
���b
k
�X � �����z X	

��	��� ��y � ��z	

when H� is true and the rule for testing H� is

rejecting H� if Fbeta � ����	� ����	

We now propose a new estimation of these covariance matrices� Model

for the j�th subject is

yj � X

�
��y � vy

��

�
� �y� ����	

Again� we consider combination of estimates from individual regression mod�

els� We introduce the idea and process in this estimation in the followings�

�a	 Suppose that the least squares estimator of this model for j�th subject

is ��j �

�
b�j
b�j

�
� The estimate b�j actually estimate the sum of regression

intercept ��y and variable vy � Since Vy is a variable having zero mean� we

may denote ��� �
�
m

Pm
j�� b�j as estimate of regression intercept parameter

��y�

�b	 By letting �vyj � b�j � ���� j � �� ����m� then �vyj �s are appropriate as pre�
dictions of intercept error variables Vyj �s� We then have variance estimator

���GL�vy �
�
m

Pm
j�� �v

�
yj �

�c	 Since ��j is estimate of vector

�
��y � vy

��

�
� the residual yj � X ��j is

one predictor of error vector �y� Hence the estimator of variance ��y is

appropriate to be ���GL�y �
�

m�n��	

Pm
j���yj �X ��j	

��yj �X ��j	� The n� n

matrix estimates are

�GL�y� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���GL�vy

���GL�y � ��
�
GL�vy����	

and

�GL�z� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���GL�vz

���GL�z � ��
�
GL�vz

�
����	



��

The generalized LSEs for regression paramters �y and �z and error vari�

ances ��a � ��vy � ��y and �
�
b � ��vz � ��z are� respectively�

��GL�y �
�

m
�X ������y X	

��
mX
j��

X ������y yj �
��GL�z �

�

k
�X ������z X	

��
kX

j��

X ������z zj �

���GL�a �
�

mn� �
mX
j��

�yj �X ��GL�y	
� ����GL�y�yj �X ��GL�y	 and

���GL�b �
�

kn� �
kX

j��

�zj �X ��GL�z	
�����GL�z�zj �X ��GL�z	�

To verify if the test of ����	 based on generalized least squares estimators

is appropriate� we conduct a simulation with m � k and 	 � ����� The

following we list the simulated probabilities of type I error�

m � k � � �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Again� m � k � � has error probabilities too large� The others are satisfac�

tory�

To evaluate the power performance� we design shifts in some regression

parameters and we list the powers in the following table�

Table ��� Powers for testing H� � �y � �z with generalized LSE �n � ��	

Parameter shift Power Parameter shift Power
k � m � ��
��y � ��� ����� ��y � ���� ��y � ���� ����
��� ����� ��y � ���� ��y � ���� �
��� ����� ��y � ���� ��y � ���� �����
��� ������ ��y � ���� ��y � ���� �����
� ����� ��y � ���� ��y � ���� �����
��� ������ ��y � ���� ��y � ���� �

��y � ���� �����
���� �����
���� �����
���� �����
���� �����
���� �����



��

The powers resulted from simulation seem to be very strong when there

is shift in slope parameter ��y� This ful
lls our expectation in regression

model�

The second hypothesis of interest is

H� � �
�
vy � ��y � ��vz � ��z �

Suppose that we have regression parameter estimators ��y and ��z and estima�

tors of covariance matrices ���y and ���z� We have estimates of �
�
a � ��y��

�
vy

and ��b � ��z � ��vz as

���a �
�

mn� �
mX
j��

�yj �X ��y	
� �����y �yj �X ��y	 and

���b �
�

kn� �
kX

j��

�zj �X ��z	
� �����z �zj �X ��z	�

From normal theory� a F test is de
ned as

rejecting H� if F �
���a
���b

� f����mn��� kn��	 or � f������mn��� kn��	�

To perform this test� it requires estimates of �y � �z and covariance matrices

��y and ��z� Again� we consider mle method and generalized least squares

estimation for comparison�

We 
rst consider the mle estimates ��mle�y� ��mle�z and ��mle�y� ��mle�z� Let

us denote the followings�

�yi	 �

Pn
j�� yij

n
� �y	j �

Pm
i�� yij
m

� �y		 �

Pm
i��

Pn
j�� yij

nm
� �x �

Pn
j�� xj

n

Syx �
nX

j��

��y	j � �y			�xj � �x	� Sxx �
nX

j��

�xj � �x	��

Szx

nX
j��

��z	j � �z			�xj � �x	�

The following maximum likelihood estimates are used to construct the



��

estimators of covariance matrices�

���y � �y		 � ���y�x� ���y �
Syx
Sxx

� ���y �

Pm
i��

Pn
j���yij � ��y		 � ���y�xj � �x			�

m�n� �	

���vy � maxf��
�

n
�
n
Pm

i����yi	 � �y			�
m

� ���y	g�

���z � �z		 � ���z�x� ���z �
Szx
Sxx

� ���z �

Pk
i��

Pn
j���zij � ��z		 � ���z�xj � �x			�

k�n� �	

���vz � maxf��
�

n
�
n
Pk

i����zi	 � �z			�
k

� ���z	g�

We now state the mle estimates of regression parameters and n�n covariance
matrices ��y and ��z as

��mle�y �

�
���y
���y

�
� ��mle�z �

�
���z
���z

�
� ���a � ��

�
y � ��

�
vy� ��

�
b � ��

�
z � ��

�
vz�
����	

�mle�y� matrix� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���vy
���a ����	

and

�mle�z� matrix� diagonal elements ��s� o� diagonal elements
���vz
���b

�
�����	

The power performance based on mle method is listed in the follwoing

table�

Table ��� Powers for F test with ��y � ��vy � � with mle method

sample size ��vz � ��z � � � � �
k � m � �

n � ���df � �� ��� ��	 ������ ������ ������ ������
n � ����� ��� ��	 ������ ������ ������ ������

n � ������ ���� ���	 ������ ������ ������ �
k � m � ��

n � ������ ��� ���	 ���� ���� � �
n � ������ ��� ���	 ����� ����� � �
n � ������� ���� ���	 ���� � � �

The powers when ��vz � ��z � � are probabilities of type I error� These

values shows that this test is appropriate� Then the powers for departure

of null hypothesis H� are also reasonably good�



��

The generalized least method apply regression parameter estimates ��GL�y

and ��GL�z and variance estimates ��GL�a and ��GL�b� To test if this test is

appropriate� we conduct a simulation with m � k and 	 � ����� The

following we list the simulated probabilities of type I error�

m � k � � �� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� �� ��
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����

The type I error probabilities are a bit too large� This needs more studies

and modi
cations�

Table ��� Powers for F test with ��y � ��vy � � with generalized least

squares method

sample size ��vz � ��z � � ��� � � �
k � m � �
n � �� ����� ����� ����� ����� �
n � �� ����� ����� ����� ����� �
n � ��� ����� ����� ����� � �

k � m � ��
n � �� ����� ����� � � �
n � �� ����� ����� � � �
n � ��� ����� � � � �

The power performance as the other cases looks satisfactory�

We now consider simultaneous testing for hypothesis

H� � �y � �z and �
�
y � ��vy � ��z � ��vz�

The F test for this hypothesis is

rejecting H� if Fbeta � ����	 or F �
���a
���b

� f����mn��� kn��	 or � f������mn��� kn��	�

Table ��� Powers for simultaneous F test

��y� �
�
vy� �

�
vz power ��y� �

�
vy� �

�
vz power

���� �� ��� ��� ����� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� � ����� ����� ���� ��� �
���� ���� ��� ��� ��y� ��y� �

�
vy� �

�
z

���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� ���� ��� �����
���� ����� ���� ��� �����
���� ����� ���� ��� �����



��

Table ��� Powers for simultaneous F test

��y� �
�
y� �

�
z power ��y� �

�
y� ��z power

���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
�� ���� ��� ���� �� ���� ��� �����
���� �� ��� ����� ���� �� ��� ����
���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��� �����
���� ���� ��� ����

The simulated results show that this proposal has good performance in

power�
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